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On the first evening our young
group members met to get to
know each other, some knew
each other before, for example
through shared events, others
saw each other for the first time.
The language atmosphere was
truly European: Portuguese,
German, Dutch and of course
English. .

After two days of unique
experiences, we met again on the
last evening to say goodbye. It was
hard and we all agreed: Together,
we will be back at the European
Youth Event 2024!

What is MeetEU ?
MeetEU is a place for European citizens to come
together in order to:
-

share differing perspectives and ideas,
reflect on current events and
find common ground.

For us, it is clear: Only together, we can face the
many challenges that confront the European Union

We were happy to
welcome Henrik, Luisa
and Jonas, members of
Polis 180 (Grassroots
Think tank for European
and Foreign Policy) in
our delegation to the
European Youth Event
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SOCIAL MEDIA
“Computer Screen” on pngfind (https://www.pngfind.com/mpng/xbohwb_mac-transparent-image-computer-screentransparent-background-hd/)

The European Youth Event was extensively shared across a wide array of social media
platforms, using our own accounts and that of our group members. In the run-up to
the event, we shared pictures of our participants with a text balloon in which they
answered to following question; ‘’I am excited about the European Youth Event …’’
which gave us insight in their colourful expectations!
Trough social media, we managed to reach quite a lot of people using Discord,
Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn and Twitter! One week after the event, we most
certainly reached more than 10.000 people using our own platforms and those of our
participants who enthusiastically shared content about the EYE! With our campaign we
also managed to get photographs with Members of Parliament and high-ranking EUofficials, these pictures were also shared on our social media platforms and were
received with some pretty good attention.

In a nutshell, more than 50 posts were shared through social media reaching more
than 10.000 people! Captions of the event by MeetEU and through the eyes of the
participants, giving a true glimpse of what the event looked like! A true pan-European
experience, with educational workshops to tasty meals and above all a lot of fun.
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Workshop

During the European Youth Event our members Moritz, Lars and Dinis organized the
workshop “Together.eu: Let’s get active for the European Parliament.” in which they
explained what the campaign of the European Parliament entails and how to become
part of it.

The group started their session with a round of introduction to break the ice with the
participants, most of them were French, but they also stumbled upon some Lithuanian,
Polish, Dutch attendees, even someone from Russia was there.
After the warm-up, a video made by the European Parliament Liaison office (EPLO) of
the Netherlands explained why you should join the campaign and thereafter Lars went
more in detail what Together.eu is, why he joined and how others could join as well!
During the last part of the session, the big group got split-up into three groups in
which they could exchange ideas and be creative together!
Due to the covid-19 pandemic and the mission of sustainability during the European
Youth Event, we used Padlet, an online tool for people to collaborate on and share
ideas, draw, chat etc. In the end of the workshop some participants were asked to
present their ideas, they also received tips and tricks on how to realize them. The
session was closed by another video by the EPLO in Berlin, explaining the role of the
European Parliament’s Liaison Offices.
It was a truly pan-European session that helped create new contacts, ideas and raise
awareness for together.eu! Next time we will hopefully can accommodate everyone.

together.eu is a panEuropean community
that encourages
everybody to
participate in
democracy.
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Postcard

During the European Youth Event, together with the participants, we wrote a postcard
collecting expectations for the conference on the future of Europe.
We handed it to different MEPs, such as Michael Gahler (EPP) or Even Incir (S&D) and
parliamentary representatives like Jaume Duch Guillot.
By the end of the year, we will send the collected expectations to the EU institutions
and Conference of Future of Europe board members . We want to make sure that the
hopes of our generation reach EU policy makers.
Only 10.5% of the
participants of the digital
platform are between 15
and 24 years old.
This number need to be
increased by new ways to
reach the youth.

The topic "Health" has the least
interaction (contributions). EU
institutions should stimulate the
debate on the topic on the platform
by organizing their own events.

Rural development is neither a
category nor a subtopic. Sources
should be given (What is the EU
doing to promote these
regions?) and a subtopic in the
category "A stronger economic,
social and inclusive Europe“
should get created.
Source of the figures: Contributions per Member State on the Multilingual Digital Platform of the
Conference on the Future of Europe (Report of the digital Platform September 2021)

MeetEU is not financially supported by any political party or institution. It is a
project that is completely realized by volunteers.
If you have any questions, please contact niceto@meeteu.eu
More information on https://meeteu.eu/
Thank you for the pictures, Emma Berndt!
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